TEAM
The Art of Jewish Learning

Matt Berkowitz is a unique phenomenon in
the Jewish world. He has successful merged his
roles as rabbi, educator, artist and fundraiser.
Hundreds of artists, flock to the studio of
Yair Medina. Here, international standards
of quality mix with warmth, inspiration,
encouragement and practicality.
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Research, creativity, aesthetics and craft
combine in the work of David Moss to educate
and inspire Jewishly.
Elyssa Moss Rabinowitz constructs worlds of
Jewish meaning and beauty, drawing on all media
to create interactive, participatory events and
programs of Jewish content.

© 1999 Debbi Cooper

An ongoing Jewish Cabaret in Jerusalem will feature high
quality performing arts. Here drama brings Babylonian
scholar Saadia Gaon’s philosophy to life.

© 2003 Dov Abramson

The home of Kol HaOt will be a Visual Beit Midrash in
Jerusalem. Here groups will explore Judaism through art.
Dov Abramson’s “Ner Mitzvah” installation becomes a
powerful way of imagining the 613 commandments.

CONTACT US
We’d love to hear your input and suggestions:
kolhaot@gmail.com
Tel. 972-50-7904964
Kol HaOt
POB 10249
Jerusalem ,91102
ISRAEL
For more information please visit us at:
www.kolhaot.com
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Traditionally Jewish learning has focused on
the written word. Much of contemporary
culture, however, is conveyed non-verbally.
Art joined to the word opens worlds.

Kol HaOt weaves together creativity and
aesthetics, arts and inspiration to convey the
meaning of Jewish texts and ideas, history
and values.

© 2005 Andi Arnovitz

© 2006 Matt Berkowitz

Kol HaOt will have an active learning website. A weekly
video broadcast will be sent out, for instance, Andi
Arnovitz explaining her work called “Vest of the Giver of
Charity” about the value of tzedakah.

Kol HaOt will train a core of visual educators to bring
our vision into communities. The opening plate of Matt
Berkowitz’s Haggadah teaches the message of appreciation
through the bringing of the first fruits.

Kol HaOt
launches

2009

R&D of
educational units
First video broadcast
is sent out

Kol HaOt
Salons

2010

Artistic Educational Experiences
Visual Beit Midrash
Virtual Community
Jewish Cabaret
Connecting Artists and Patrons
Training Educators in our Vision
Fostering Jewish Art
Exporting Kol HaOt programs

© 2009 David Moss

Mission Commission
up and running

Ongoing experiential Kol
HaOt programs
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Kol HaOt will create dynamic tourist experiences through
art. David Moss’ bike map helps visitors create their own
artistic map of their personal journey to Israel.

Space identified for
Visual Beit Midrash

First educational
seminar group

2011

Kol HaOt to North
America

Weekly
lectures begin

Visual Beit Midrash
Opens

JCabaret begins regular 2012
programming

